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PR:.:F.ACE 
From the beginning of \iorld '..iar II to the pre sent time, the use of Ultra 
High Frequencies ms seen an adv;:i.ncement comparable to no other era. I deas, 
exJeriences and equi ;_,ment of' yesterday a.re being used as the basic foundation 
for the more com.1., lex ) roble1'!l.s immeia iatel~r folloi-i1ing . 
Ultra High Frequencies belong to a new and high l;y s i)ecia lized field. 
The concepts of resistance, r esonance, inductance and capaci ta.nee, vlhich vi1ere 
sufficient f or t_rie lower f requenc y leve ls, need to be su_;,1plemented by the 
conce_;_J ts of field conf i gur a tion, veloci t ~· of J r0 .1.Ja gd.t ion, rs fleet ion coef -
ficient <Jnd man~r more. Th e Ultra Hi gh Frequency Engineer has to be able to 
include these he1~etofore ne glected eqw.tion com.Jonents in the present day 
formulas. 
~he prt,sent and 1,oten t ial u:ses of Ultra High Frequenc y are so grea t 
t l1at the ComrnuniC clt ions Lngineer is i rn1Jelled to be fam iliar -.., ith the basic 
i deas associated v1i th this great fi el d . To i gnore the potentialities of 
this f ield, would put the Corrmun ica tions ::ngineer in a closed field whi ch, i n 
the author's OJ inion, vnll soon be outdu ted . 
\/ith the above ideas in mind, th e Electrical Jng ineering Depa.rttll6nt of 
Okla.rioma A ~ and. M. College initiat ed a basic course in Ultra. Hi gh Frequency , 
compulsar~r for all SEi nior students in the Communication Opt ion. This course 
number for college refer ence is Ll ectrica l Engineering 4X3. 
A sunnnar ~r of all subj ects cover ed in El e ctrical Engineering 4X3 would 
a_,;_)roach book size , t herefore t m labora tory lrl ys tron sec tion was chosen 
be ca.use of its relative i m:._)ortance as ex:,lained in t he general s s cti on. 
This i,a:per is not intended to stre ss t bs theor :' of kl ystron ancl ,,ave guide 
O_i_)e r a.tion, but r a t her to g i ve sever a l labora.tor:r t schniqus s, which whEin 
followed , ,·,ill gi ve complete oper d.tional cha r ,;;.cteri s tics f or fre quency and 
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power out:..:mt of a 723A/B reflex klystron. 
The design considerations given in the thesis body are those of the 
auth·or and were developed specifically for the techniques embodied in the 
thesi~. For this reason, the application of the equipment is limited to 
other experiments simil ar to those described. 
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At fre quencies of 9000 megacycles, the reflex kl~rstron is perhaps the 
most extensively used tube for low power sources. Its value for use in r ecei~ 
ing and test equi1:ment cannot be approached by any othGr vacuum tube on the 
marltet at the present time. Its only serious deficiency is that a continuous 
broad band of frequencies cannot be covered by any one unit. 
In the dGsign of local oscillators for receivers, the frGquency range 
and power output for this frequency ra.~e is tho most important aspect. Since 
the voltages required by the klystron are gE;nerally below 1000 volts, the 
power supplies can be of a conventional :rogulated t y,L)e. Also since UHF re 
ceivers are subject to alignment and calibration, a signal generator capable 
of delivering calibrated frGquGncy and po\1er output is necessary, therefore , 
for the so signal generators, it is almost e ss ontial that a kl~rstron be em-
ploye.d as the oscillator. Tho klystron tube circuit can also be designed so 
that amplitude modulated or frequency modulated outputs may be Gasily obtainGd. 
This is e specially va luable in signal generators. 
The most essential characte1·istics for ordinar!, vacuum tube s can be 
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found in an~J of the sovoral tube manuals. Als~ tho samo t rpo tubu is 8ssontially 
the samo r egardless of t ho manuf acture r, The klystron is not a n ordinary tube . 
The namo klystron is a patontod na.iro originat ed by the Sporry Gyroscope Company. 
Lss(mtially it is a "war baby''• KlJ strons werG knovm an d deve loped be.fore:, 
the v1ar and most t Gxts still ca rr:J t horn und e r t h6 t i tlG ''vuloc ity modu l a t ed 
tubas". The demand f or h i gh f r o,1UE,ncy r a da r equi1)im nt during thG progr GSS 
of thG uar was so gr eat, that nearly all com1::a.ni os P i th larg0 contracts, 
dc,vc; lO_;_)G d their o.-m mod0 l s of thG VEilocit ~r modu], at &6. tub es. Each company 's 
mode l mo t tho spocifiod output )Oi7G r a nd frequ&ncy characteristics as g ivGn 
by govor:nment sp&cifications, but t he models vre r e vury differ ent physically. 
Consequontly , tho oper ating voltage s for aach company 's model vary . This 
proport~r along with different physical sizes make the klystrons non-inter -
changeable with any except another of the same t;:7i)9. As an example of tliis, 
in the 10 cm. band, the 726A manufactured by \/astern Electric, the K417A 
manufactured by Sperry G~rroscope Company ,and the 707A/B manufactured by 
\,astern blectric and Ra~rtheon will each produce the same electrical output, 
but to replace one b~r the othe1~ in a circuit menns both electrical and mech-
anical changes • 
As a result of' each company's research, several models are on the com-
mercial market now. The majority of these are obtainable thru war surplus 
channels. The kl-,rstron originall~r had the 1/ar and Nav~r Departm:ints Secret 
classification and later a Confidential classification. ~;,s a result, the 
published literature on kl~rstron operational characteristics is in limited 
quantities. Operational data is not as a rule suppiied thru surplus channels, 
therefore the only absolute methoc, of obtaining specific data for a particular 
type kl:rstron is by a written request to the manufacturer. 
The operational data from the manufacturer is in very general terms. 
The principle mode of operation is stressed and most data is given for that 
mode, since this mode wa s the onl? one used tor most radar sets. General 
terms are given because l)h? sical manufacturing tolerances cannot be .:!:.. 0 %• 
This means that grid spacings, grid-repeller sr.a.cings, etc., will vary by 
minute amounts, thus changing the out1mt frequenc y and pov,er for sp:icified 
voltages. Hence operational curves for several klystrons of the same t :rpe 
,"Jill differ. 
Calculation of performance data for a specific kl :1stron from the general 
da ta is almost impossible. Therefore for most of those who vlish more completG 
o.:_:ierational d..1ta :£or any j_)articular kl~rstron tube, it is necessary to apply 
laborator~, methods of anal?s is to obtain such. 
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For undergraduate 1 aborator~r ,7ork, 0 cm. wavelengths are not too satis·factor!', 
because of the low power outputs of the reflex klystron . Particularly, the 
72':..A/B klystron is not the best tube to be used because it does not furnish 
enough power to allow sufficient isolation from the remainder of the circuit in 
the form of attenuation inserted between the klystron _and other circuit com -
ponents. Insufficient isolation may result in ' .i.)ulling' of the klystron a s the 
load is chan:;ed. 'Pulling ' is defined as the changing of klystron frequency 
with changes in load. £or these reasons, best laboratory results by inexperi 
enced personnel, 10 cm. v-ravele ngths vrould be more advantageous because the 
out put i)O'Wer is much greater. 
It was orig in.J.ll ;y intended to cover both 10 cm. and 3 cm. wavel&ngths 
in the i.lectrical .Dngineerins; 4X3 laboratory. However, to completely equip 
a laboratory for ultra high frequency measuremsnts requires a large amount 
of mone.y and as the large amount of mone~1 vra.s not available, thG Blectrical 
Engineering Department sought equi11ITT:,nt from sources other than by direct 
purchases. ;,1ost of the equiproont nov, on hand n as obta ined from either A.AF 
surp:bus orb~; dona tions from private companie.s. Be t 1·reen these two sources, 
enough equipment is now on hand to offer a ver:1 complete labora tor~r course in 
Ultra High Frequencies. 
The materia l obtainod vra.s used originally in radar r e search or in actual 
radar sets. Since onl~r a bout 30 }?er oGnt of t hG 10 cm. radar s Gts USG wave 
guides and about 98 per cent of the 3 cm. radar sets use wave guides, the 
greatest amount of wave guide and associated mater ia l on hand is for 3 cm. 
wavelengths. It is for this reason tha t the f ollowing kl:rstron techniques 
are for the 3 om. band. This is advantageous in the respect that 3 cm. 
wavelength t echniques a.re much more critical "'i th r e s~)ect to tuning , fitting 
etc., than 10 cm. ,.avelengths. Thus v1ith suitable e;q'.)erience in the 3 cm. 
field, tba 10 cm. field is practic..J.ly mastered eAcept for concepts of 
physical com1)onent sizes. 
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PART~ I: ~·LASURD1.uJJT OF FRB~UDTCY AND REL.'.TIVE PO\ffiR UNDER ST.,TIC CONDITIONS. 
EQUIPMEl'tT: 
All possible precautions were taken to minimize effects of line voltage 
variations, room temperature variations, ca.pacit ;., to ground or capacity to 
operator variations and meter reading inaccuracies. 
Since the 115 volt A.O. house service is subject to voltag-e variations 
due to poor regulation, all power to the test bench is thru a constant voltage 
transformer of 2 "KVA rating. The main D.C. power source is one taken from a 
SOR 547 Radar Set and numbered RA 57A. This furnishes a regulated supply 
voltage up to 1000 volts. The D.C. voltages applied to the klystron are 
further regulated b~, a power pack ciesigned for this special application. 
The result of the above regulators is a ne glig ible variation in klystron 
voltages for a 20 % variation in house voltage or a 011e cycle per second 
change in frequency. The D$C. supplies are desi Gned with the positive lead 
grounded, so that the klystron shell and all par ts of the wa ve guides and 
frequency meter, etc., will be grounded and therefore will have no capacity 
to ground. Any paj_~t of the external wiring , meters, etc., may be touched by 
the operator with no change in meter readings. 
Ambient temperature Vdriations of· the air surrounding the klystron were 
held to 2° Fahrenheit b~, shielding the kl~rstron from air currents in the 
vicinity of the test bench. 
;:eters used for voltages and rurrents are \.leston instruments and have 
been calibrated before and after test runs against standarc s and the average 
calibration used. 
\Jave guide components used are b~, several manufacturer s, however all 
com.!.)onents are 0 1 the s8nle inside dim&nsions. Single or double choke joints 
are used at all w~va guide component connections. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of electrical components. 
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as blocks in Figure 1 will be described in the following sections and a 
complete electrical circuit g iven. Figure 2 is an electrical diagram of D.C. 
power suppl·/ No. 1. This power suppl~, will produce a regulated output of 
1000 volts at 100 ma. Note that the positive lead is grounded. Figura 
3 shows the electrical connections for D.C. power sup1?ly l'Jo. 2. It is of a 
convent iona.l. regulated nature but will produce an output variable from 250 
volts D.C. at 26 ma. to 400 volts D.C. at 4~ ma. si~1ultaneousl y Y.rith a second 
output variable from O to - 350 vo 1 ts D.C. with reference to the nagat ive 
side of the first named output. Either output may be set at any value 
independent of the other and both outputs are regulated. 
The follo\ving s;;·nopsis of circuit action is given as a prelude to actual 
design of D.C. j_)Owar suppl~r No. 2. 
The 6Y6 acts as a variable res is tor in series ,,i th the output. Its bias 
determines the :i;:,lata r esistance and hence the voltage drop ac ross it. The 
bias of the 6Y6 is essentially Voltage GB minus Voltage AB (Figure 3). If 
the load current is increased, Voltage AB and hence Volt age AC will tend to 
decrease. Volt age BC is essentially consta nt. The Voltage EC would decrease, 
mal{ing the bias on the 6SJ7 more nagat iva. This increases the tube drop across 
the 6SJ7 and makes the grid of the 6Y6 lass negative. Thus the plate resist -
ance of the 6Y6 is reduced, reducing the 6Y6 tuba drop and incraasi.ng the 
out1JUt volt age. The action is t he same in the design except that the extreme 
maximum and minimum voltages are used. 
DESIGN OF PO\IER SU.?? LY NO. 2 
Input Voltage FC to be 1000 volts D.0. at all times. 
Voltage AB to be 250 volts D.C. minimum at 21 ma. 
Voltage ~B to be 400 volts D.C. maximum at 38 na. 
Voltage BL to be O volts minimum and 350 volts D.C. maximum. 
~here is no current drain from Voltage BL. 
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The bleeder current thru R4 , R5 , R6 and n, is approximately 1. 3 ma. 
This current is essentially constant, i.e., 
Voltage AC 700 l.3rm.. 
550,000 
This assumes that bleeder resistance "vi 11 be approxirna tely • 5 me g ohms so that 
t he current will be small. Actual resistance of bleeder components wi ll be 
detennined in a follovring section. Again to limit the current to a small 
value, choose R1 and R2 to have a total of SOK ohms. This is an approximation 
but will enable the average bleeder current thru R1 and R2 to be calculated. 
This current is approximately 4 na. 
Combining the above loads g ives the following maxi mum and minimum ratings 
of the power SU?l_Jly. 
l,iaximum output Voltage AC 770 volts at 43 ma. 
Minimum output Voltage AC 620 volts at 26 ma. 
Since the input Voltage FC is constant at 1000 volts D.C., it is apparent 
that Voltage FA is 230 volts for maximum output voltage and Voltage FA is 
380 volts for minimum voltage out1JUt. 
The screen current of the 6Y6 is assumed constant at 3 ma. for all screen 
voltages ,.,,hen the plate volt age is a}}.TOXimatel~r 200 volts. This is an 
a}.Jproxirnation but is Hithin 10 %. 
For maximum voltage out~Jut (Voltage AC), the plate load f or the 6Y6 is 
770 volts/ .043 alllpere = 18,000 ohms. For minimum voltage output, the 
plate load resistance for the 6Y6 is 24,000 ohms. Since the voltage drop 
across the 6Y6 is a minimum for maximum output voltage , the screen supply 
voltage is a minimum a t th is point. The screen volt age should not be below 
120 volts D.C. Vith the screen current a ssumed constant at 3 ma. for this 
~l a te volt age range, t he resistor R9 = 230 - 120 
.00 3 
or 40K ohms. Using -this 
resistor vnlue in t he screen circuit will therefore cause the screen voltage 
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to rise as the Voltage FA increases. 
Voltage F.A is a ma:dmum for minimum out1:iut and is equal to 380 volts. Due 
to the increasGd plate sup1:ily, the sere en current n ill decrease. Approximately, 
the screen current will be halved by doubling the plate voltage, so that the 
screen currGnt is a)pro:dma tely 1.5 ma. when the :._:ilate voltage is 380 vo 1 ts. 
The drop across Rg will be 60 volts. Therefore the screen voltage will be 
320 volts. This incrGa.se in screen voltage \7ill be taken into consideration 
later. 
Voltage regulation occurs because of the drop across the 6Y6 tube. Hence 
the grid bias voltage s for the 6Y6 must be dete1·mined for maximum and minimum 
output voltagep. For mini~ur.l Voltage AC= 620 volts at 26 ma., the Voltage 
FA= 380 volts, Voltag-e HA= 120 volts, plate load resistor= 24K ohms and 
Ebb= 1000 volts. Using this data in conjunction with the 6Y6 tube character-
istics, the grid bias necessarjr for the data to hold is -20 volts. HowGver, 
the curves are for a screen voltage of 135 volts ,1hc;re now the screGn voltage 
is 320 volts, v1hich indicates tba.t the grid bias has to be more negative than 
- 20 volts. ~heoretically the bias should at ledst be (320/135) x (-20) or 
- 48 volts. To bo suro that the, tube will have SLlf ficiGnt bias to increase 
thG tubo drop to ::.ao volts, the bias circuit wi 11 b E:i desi gned to g ive - 70 
volts grid bias for tho 6Y6, 1-,h&n the out ;_:iut Voltage AC is a minimum. 
For maximum Voltage AC= 770 volts D.C. at 43 ma., the Voltage FA= 230 
volts, Voltage HA= 120 volts, Ebb = 1000 vol ts and the plate load resistance 
Gquals 24K ohms. Using t h is da ta in conjunction with the 6Y6 tube character-
istics, the grid bias necessar~r for the data to hold is - 16 volts D.C. To 
be sure that the bias \l ill be low enough to decrease the tube drop to 230 volts, 
the bias circuit will b& designed to give - 15 volts bias f or t he 6Y6 when 
the output Voltage 1C is a maximum. 
From Kirchhoff's law, the bias f or t he 6Y6 is Voltage GB minus Voltage_AB 
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or the tube voltage drol) of the 6SJ7 minus the output Voltage AB. Both of 
these voltages v.;r~, with output voltage changes. i/hen the output Voltage AC 
is a maximum of 770 volts, the Voltage AB= 400 volts. From preceding 
calculations, the bias of tra 6Y6 is to be - 15 volts. Hence the tube drop of 
the 6SJ7 = 400 - 15 = 385 volts or Voltage GB. ~he plate supply voltage for 
the 6SJ7 equals Voltage AB + Voltage FA = 400 + 230 or 630 volts. ~lhen the 
output Voltage AC is a minimum of 620 volts, th, Voltage AB= 250 volts. From 
preceding calculations, the bias of the 6Y6 is to be - 70 volts. Hence, the 
tube drop of the 6SJ7 = 250 - 70 = Voltage GB = 180 volts, The plate rupply 
voltage for the 6SJ7 = 250 + 380 or 630 volts v1hich is the same as before, 
Since the Ibo vs Ebo curves of the 6SJ7 are to be worked with , the 
screen volt age should be knonn, so it vJ.i. 11 nov, be c :.1lcula ted. The screen 
supply voltage is the Voltage AB. Screen volt.age is obtained by a divider 
network consisting of R1 and R2 • As before, assume the sum of these resistors 
to be approximately SOK ohms. The current in R1 and R2 also i:asses through 
the VR tubes and is a regulating factor in the firing of these tubes. 
1,hen the plate voltage of the 6SJ7 is 180 volts, the screen suppl;:,r 
voltage is 250 volts. The screen voltage should be approxirmtely 100 volts. 
The screen currGnt can be assumed practically consti.l.nt for a pentode with 
var~ring plate voltagG . The screon currc;n t v i 11 be assuimd at 3 ma. The 
screen current drop in R1 will have to be takon into consideration. Figure 4 
shows the equivJ.lent scroen circuit and trv calculations necessar!r to dotormine 
R1 and R2 , The calculations in Figur& 4 will givo a screen voltage of 100 
vol ts ,Ji th Vol tago AC a minimum. However, with Vol tago AC a maximum, the 
screen voltage wi 11 increase. The screen current renains at approxima. tely 
3 ma. Figure 5 shows the equivalent screen circuit for this coniition. 
The approxiira.te screen resistance equals 100/.003 = 30K ohms= Rs• With 
Figures 4 and 5 as reference, 1he load resistor, Rg, for the 6SJ7 can now 
11 
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l1R2 + { I1+.003 )R1 250 volts 
I 1R2 100 volts 
Assume R2 40,000 ohms 
Then r1 = 2.5 ma. 
Therefore R1 = 27,000 ohms 












~ = 30K x 40K 
30K + 40K 
Screbn Voltage = E002 
17K ohms 
EC02 ( 17/44 ) X 400 = 155 volts 
Figure 5 t Equivalent screen circuit. 
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be calculated. 
i1ith Voltage AC a minimum, Voltage ,ill= 250 volts, the 6SJ7 tube drop 
equals 180 volts and Ebb= 630 volts. Assume that the grid bias will be 
zero for this condition. ( This is from the circuit analysis, since the drop 
of the 6SJ7 has to be small, the tube current would have to be large.) By 
drawing a load line for these conditions, R9 = ( 630 - 180 )/ .009 or 
. 50K ohms. To ov erde sign, R9 will be used as 60K ohms in order that the 6Y6 
bias will be - 70 volts with zero bias on the 6SJ7. The load line for the 
other extreme of Voltage AB = 400 vol ts wi 11 be the sarm, since later in the 
design, provision will be made to reduce the 6SJ7 bias enough to secure 385 
volts tube drop. 
11hen Voltage AB = 400 vol ts, the 6SJ7 tube drop should be 385 volts. Using 
R9 = 60K ohms as the load line, the 6SJ7 bias should be - 2 volts. However 
at this point, the screen voltage =155 volts so that the bias should be 
( 155/100) x (-2) = -3 volts. In the following design this bias will be used 
as - 4 volts. 
The bleeder resistances ( R4 , R5, R5 and R7 ) can now be calculated • 
.Point C will be used as the reference voltage. Ass1.une trot the Voltage BC 
equals 370 volts. This wi 11 var~, with temperature , but wi 11 be compensated 
for later. For minb mm Volt age AC = 620 volts, the bias f or the 6SJ7 equals 
zero. Also the point E (variable) apJroache s point I. The Voltage BC= 
370 volts. Hence the Voltag'6 EC= 370 volts. Th e Voltage AC= 620 volts. 
Therefore the ratio o f r esistanc e AE and resistance LC can be calculated. 
EC/ (AE+EC) x 620 = 370 volts. From this equation, the resistance ratio 
AE/EC = .66. Assume tha t the divider sum= 550K ohms as before . Therefore 
r e sistance A:C + EC= 550K ohms. From the prac eding resistance ratio of EC 
and AB , EC= 322K ohms and Jill = 218K ohms. 
To allov, f or temperature variations in th e VR tubes, choos e r es istance 
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of R5 to be lOOK ohms, and resistance EI to be 30K ohms, so that if the VR 
tubes raise Voltage BC to 375 volts, the 6SJ7 grid C.a'l still be zero. 'Jith 
these values, then R4 = 218K - 30K or 188K ohms and R5 = lOOK ohms as before. 
Therefore, resistance EJ = 70K ohms, EC = 33:?K ohms and R6 + R7 = 3321{ - 70K 
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or 262K ohms. Choose R7 to be 50K ohms. This leaves R6 to be 212K ohms. ·,.'ith 
these resistance values, the 6$7 grid bias for ma.xi.mum output voltage can 
be checked, 
\/ith ma.xi mum output, tm Voltage AC = 770 volts and Volta ge JC = 
R5 + R7 ) /550K x 770 = 366 vol ts. The ma.--;: imum nega.t ive bias possible on 
the 6SJ7 is 366 - 370 or - 4 volts. This is sufficient as - 4 volts is all 
that is na cessary in accordance v,i th l)r ecedi ng s :;;iec ifications. 
The condenser c1 is added to nnke tm grid of the 6SJ7 more sensitive 
to the output ripple voltage, It essentially puts t~ grid at ground potential 
as far as ripple voltage is concerned. Therefore voltage :regulation will take 
place for the ripple com,_)onen ts. 
Since the out~)ut ri:.\?le voltage is smaller than the input rip:i_)le voltage 
due to the ripple drop in the 6Y6, a provision is rrade to nske the 6SJ7 grid 
sensitive to the input ripple. R7 is a 50K ohm potentiometer, with the 
center tap connected thru 4 megohms to the input 1)0 sitive supply . Hence the 
input rip1Jle '7ill cause variations in the 6SJ7 grid circuit and t he regulation 
will be such to counteract the input ripple, 
\iith consideration of the pur;_)ose of the l)Ower sup:Jl Y, t he f'olloY: ing 
:re f inement was added so as to pe rmit a more flexible Voltage AB . R6 is shunted 
by a 250K ohm potentiometer in serie s with a 300K ohm r esistor a s shown in 
Figure 6. This enabl e s a vernier control of t he Voltage AB with R5 so th at 
the full range o f R5 can be us e d giving great er a ccuracy in s &tting Voltage .AB. 
In the repeller circuit, potentiometer R3 is ch osen in s izo to mee t 
wattage s pecifications. The ma ximum voltage; across the :poten tiometor is VoltagG 
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BC and is equal to 380 volts. n3 is chosen as a 250K ohm, 1 watt potenti -
ometer so that the dissipated y;attage is .65 vratts. The center tap of the 
potentiometer is connected to the repeller of the klystron and no current is 
drawn, since the re)eller is alwa~rs negat iva with respect to the klystron 
cathode. Further refinements for th is power sup:i.Jly will be given in 2 later 
sect ion, ,when circuits rn quiring addi t iom l vo 1 ta.ge s wi 11 be used. 
Figure 6: Vernier control for Voltage AB. 
The power 119.Ck ·:1as built in accordance with the preceding calculations 
and the outputs were tested using the klystron as a load. All voltages v1ere 
within those in the design calculations. 
It ma.~r be noted that the c :=;.thodes of the 6Y6 and the 6SJ7 are at different 
potentials. This necessitates a filament transformer v1ith t,10 separate 
6.3 volt secondaries. As a special transformer vms not available, a standard 
plate transformer v;ith a 5 volt and a 6.3 volt secondar? was used. The 6Y6 
operates with 6. 3 volts and the 6SJ'7 with 5 volts on the f'ilaman t. Since 
the po17er 1~ck ,;,va,s originally overdesigned, this low voltage on the 6S.;J7 fi.la -
ment does not mar the operation of the po" er 1-nck. 
PHYSICAL 0011.POlIBi{TS 
Figure 7 shows the physical com:.Jonent a.rrangemmt for the •;,ave guide 
assembly. Connections betne&n sections of wave guides arG by single or double 
choke joints as shovm in Figure 7a. The rectangular wuvG gu ide is excited in 
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2. Tuning stub, variable length and position 
3. Tuning stubs, varia ble length, fi ::::ed position 
4. Shorting plug, variable position 
Crystal 11. Series Tee 
Viavemeter 12. Variable load 
Klystron probe 13. Crystal cap 
Choke joint 14. Crystal mount 
Cross section 15. Attenuator 
'.2ube mount 16. Coaxial lead 
Figure 7 iiave guide assembly. 
The wave meter is a circular cavity with variable length and is excited 
in the TE111 mode since the E vector in the wave guide is i:a,rallel to the E 
vector in the wave meter. AS the wave rrater is directly oonnected to the 
side of the wave guide perpendicular to too E vec·tor, the TE011 mode is 
eliminated. Note Figure 7 for this mode elimimtion • 
.Am:i_)le tuning arrangements are suitabl;;,r located, to a.ssurei optimum loading 
of the klystron, The tuning of one stub affects the tuning of the others, 
therefore when obtaining ma~d.mum crystal current, it is necessar~r that all 
tuning arrangements be dealt with simultaneously . This bas to be don, for 
each point of da.ta, when relative po,JSr measureme nts are being taken. The 
individual role of each tuning arrangene nt can be clear l ;y demonstrated in 
the d~rnamic characteristic section. Referring to Figure 7, the following 
correlation of tuning arrangements is g iven :t'or clarification. ( l) essential -
ly matches klystron to wave guide. (2) r.1atches load to nave guide. ( 3 & 4 ) 
natch crystal to wave guide. 
Using Figure 7 as refGrence, the following theory is given to cover the 
actual conditions occurring v,h:;n the frequency and a:.-:,proximate power of the 
klystron are boing moasured. Bnergy flows from the kl~rstron to the load (12) 
and the crystal (5). The moter ( in detail later ) will indicate crystal 
currGnt and when tha ,,1ave meter is not tuned to resonance, matching ad just 
ments are made to make the crystal current a rraximum. \,hen the frequenc!r 
meter is tum,d to r0sonancG, a low impoda nce is presented to tr...e wavo guide 
at the wav& meter coupling and power \-: ill be absorbed by thG wave 1ro ter. '.(his 
decreases tm povror floning to the crystal and a dip will occur in the 
crystal curront. This dip is largo enough to assu2'6 an accurate frequGncy 
roading for all modes o:wept the mode corres1)onding to thG smallest negative 
rej_JG ll er vo 1 ta.gG • 
Th& wa.vo meter is such th at one .i;:art in 9:)00 C31:'l be measured for the 
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frequency range of 8430 megacycles to 9660 megac~rcles. The accuracy of the 
crystal current meter does not enter in, since a minimum reading is seen on 
the meter, not a direct current reading when measuring frequency. \/hen 
measuring relative power of tm klystron, too meter reading does enter in 
and a.ccurac~, of relative power measurel!Ents will depend on the meter accuracy. 
This will be discussed later. 
The cr?stal is located in the maximum E field of the .vave guide and 
presents an impedance to the E field, hence c~rstal current will flow. It 
is this current that is measured on the meter. The cr~1 stal operates as a 
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square law detector. The power in the wave guide is proportional to E2 • There-
fore neglecting the slight current that flo1:7s in the reverse direction, since 
the crystal is not a perfect rectifi6t', it is possible to measure the 
relative j_)ovrnr output of the k lystron in its various nx:,des. The current in 
the rooter =KE2. 1iher& K is acomt~t as long as the crysta l is not over 
loaded. F rom this, the meter r eading is proJort ional to the povmr in the 
wave guid e . This current reel.ding for rela.t ivG power measure zmnt s is ta.ken 
when the wave meter is off resonance. 
The actual power delivered by the klystron cannot be moo. sure d, sinc e 
an impedaroe meter f or 3 cm. wave guides is not avail.able. Thor e fore tro 
impedance of the crystal branch and the load bramh as p:rt, sonted to the, series 
teo section cannot be dGt er mined. The crystal current is ther efore , only the 
relative power output o f the klystron. In a later sec ti on of th is paper, a 
circuit is shown f or actual _power measurements. 
CRYSTAL CURRENT t,:E'.rER : 
The meter to measure cry stal current wa.s chosen so a s to be of such 
im1'.l6d ance to obta in a maxi mum power transfer f rom cryst a l to meter. The meter 
is a 60 microampere movement nanufactured by Weston. The meter resistance 
is 111.4 ohms measured to f our significant figures. Since the power output 
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1. no Connection 4. .11.letar x 10 
2. :,ieter x 1 5. Meter x 40 
iieter x 3 6. 1;0 Connection 
Figure 8: Crystal current meter circuit. 
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of the klystron varies with modes of oscillation, it is necessary to extend 
the range of the meter to cover the high power modes. To keep the impedance 
presented to the crystal constant, anL i:nd is incorporated with the meter 
for the different ranges. This gives a 111.4 ohm impedance on all ranges. 
Figure 8 shows the complete meter circuit. 
·~he following design considerations are given for the meter multiplier 
circuit. Using an inverted L pad as in Figure 9, the impedance presented 
to the cr::7stal should be approximatel~r 110 ohms. To simplif~r calculations, Zkl 
is made equal to the impedance of the meter or Zkl = 111.4 ohms. 
\,here a' 
Figure 9 
a' - 1 ) R'' 
a' 
Current in meter without attenuator 
Current in meter with attenuator 
]later 
111.4 Ohms 
a' - 1 ) 
Inverted L pad for crystal current meter. 
The following ranges are desired. 
60 microampere or meter x 1 
100 microanri.)ere or meter x 3 
600 microai,1l)ere or meter x 10 
2400 microar:ipere or meter x 40 
Attention is invited to the fact that ,,i th this choice of scale ranges, full 
scale on a lo,rer range will give at least t full scale reading on the next 
higher range, so that tr.a rc3Ilge of 60 microampere to 2400 microamperes can 
be fully covered. 
Following is the calculation of rooter pad resistances. 
180 microampere range 
a' 1/. 3:;3 




R' 3 = 111.4/ ( 3 - l ) 
= 74.27 ohms 
= 55.70 ohms 
For the 600 and 2400 microa.mpere ranges, the calculations are similiar to the 
preceding ones. Final values for all ranges are shov.rn in Figure 8. These 
resistors were hand v,ound ani cut to four significant figure accuracy by 
means of a Leed Northrup Resistance Bridge. '.i:.'he final unit was tested, and the 
results wore "il7ell within the accurac? of the meter. 
With reference to Figure 8, note that in case of meter overload, the meter 
can be switched out of the crystal circuit by clockv,ise or counter-clockwise 
rotation of the selector switch. This switching operation can be performed 
in a fraction of a second and therefore v.r:i.11 i)rotect the meter from damage. 
The in)ut to the meter consists of' a coaxial connector for this particular 
circuit ~d pin jacks are in 1:arallel vrith the coaxial connector for other 
circuits th at may be used later. 
P'1RT II: DISCUSS ION A:ND A.P-'LICA :iI.ON OF RESULTS OF .i:'1:1.Rr I. 
Very often in electronic design work, absolute voltages as called for in 
design specifications c.JI1not be met at low costs. Probably voltages within 
lo% of specifications can be rrat by using conmercial l?roducts alread~r on the 
market. The quest ion then arises, wi 11 the frequency range ani power ou tpit 
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of the klystron be within th3 design limits vhen operated on design voltages ,:t.10%. 
\i ith reference to Figura 1 aid Figure 3, it my be seen that any combination 
of repeller voltage, cavity voltage or filament voltage applied to the kl~rstron 
may be obtained. This enables complete coverage of' the operating voltage 
ranees of the klystron and static data can be taken foran~r desired conditions. 
Obtaining static data for klystron operation is a tedious undertaking. 
However, it c a.n be accomplished and experimental ou rves for the c anplete 
range of operation for a particular klystron were taken by use of the equipment 
as explained. Figure 10 sho,1s a plot of relative power and frequenc~r vs 
repellei~ voltage for the optimum o.1erating voltages. For this curve, the 
filarnen t voltage = 6. 3 volts .A.O. and the cavity voltage = 300 volts D.C. 
Five modes are shovm in FiBUm 10. \/hether or not mo :re modes ,·,r ill appear 
to the right on the diagram de;.ends on tra spacing of the cavit;y grids and 
the r.a.tio of the starting current to 'the beam current. One mode does exist 
to the left of the curves shovm, but its power is so small, that even with 
the crystal current meter on the lOnest range, thfJ mode cannot be tuned for 
measurem:,nt. '.i'he dynamic section rrill shovr this sna.11 mode, because of the 
high amplification of thc:; oscillosco1)e. Generally sGven lOOrles can be obtained 
with this particular klystron. In the direction of increasing negative 
repeller voltage, tho last mode may be larger or srraller than the preceding 
mode. This dei)ends on the tube characteristics along with operating voltages. 
Variations in klystron loads cannot be shovm simultaneously for the 
various modes. Therefore, the effect of load changes nill be discussed in 
the dynamic section. 
The tendency of the 723A/B klystro,n to pull into high po,,er output, or the 
'pulling' of the klystron can be clearl~" shmvn, ,-,hen the static data is taken. 
iihen trying to obtain a half power point or any point not at rm.ximum power, 
it is necessary to tune the system so as to eliminate mis-matches bet,.-reen 
the components. .-\s thls tuning proce9ds , it is noticed that the crystal 
current increases beyond the half pover point and eventually climbs to maximum 
~)ower. \/hen this happens , the data has to be cancelled am the mode data 
retaken. ~limination of this situation is discussed in an earlier section. 
21 
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PART III : MEAS~,iCNT OF FRE1UElWY .. -uill RELATIVI: PO\,ER IDIDL'R DYNAI.:IC 
CONDITI01~3 . 
As stated in Part II• tm determination of kljrstron characteristics 
by the static rmthod is a tedious and exacting undertalcing. The relatively 
long :l?eriods of time consumed by data taking may be wasted because the actual 
over-all results of tuning for rr.axmn.un power a.nd measurement of frequency are 
not immediately apparent. The results have to be plotted on coordinate pa.:per 
before one can determine whether or not they are sufficiently accur~te. 
The 723A klystron was originally designed so that forced cooling was not 
necessary. The maxi."llum ambient temperature is aI)proximatel~r 248° Fahrenheit. 
This does not mean that the tube character is tics are the smne for al 1 temper-
atures between room temperature and 248°. Design considerations have minimized 
expansion and contraction effects so that the power ane. frequency shifts wi. th 
temperature are low, but not .:t. 0 ;i. For this reason, the static data ms.y be in 
error due to tem:i_)erature changes. This error is not api:arent until the 
data is plotted. 
i1odificu.tion of circu\ts shovm in Part I, in conjunction with an oscill-
osco) e, make it possible to view all operating modes of th3 kl ystron at the same 
time. \.Jhen the frequenc~r meter is not at resonance,, the oscilloscope picture 
will be approximatel~r as FigurEi 10 for the output power. From the students 
view point, this djrnamic picture enables a v isua.l O_;~)ortuni ty to see the 
correlation betv:ee n theory, laboratory techniques and th a actual electrical 
changes taking place. 
:rany different klystron circuit features ma~r be s..riown such as : 
individual effect of each tuning arrangement, Cd.Vity voltage c hang&s, load 
changes, grid spacing cl1anges, determination of faulty kl ~rstron tubc,s, 
elimination of 'pulling', filaIIBnt voltage variations, outiJUt frequency and 
r&la tive j_)Ower. Th& preceding features if properly appli&d, can give much 
more information for the klystron, than the static method in about 2% of the 
time. In fact the effect of load changes for each mode cannot be determined 
by static methods as outlined in Part I. 
D~rnamic klystron operation originally had its most import cJ.nt role in the 
automatic frequency control section of radar receivers. The effect of r epe ller 
voltages on the output as shovm in Figure 10, mal{es frequenc y modulation an 
easily obtainable characteristic. Negligible power is needed, simply because 
the repe ller circuit has no current flow. In radar receivers; the maximum 
frequency variations are not utilized. Only a ve~y small portiori is used 
because of the magnetron stability under normal operating conditions. However~ 
for laboratory work, the maximum frequency range is utilized so that all 
charac teristics of the klystron may be shovm. 
For automatic fre quency control in radar receivers, a saw tooth voltage 
wave is applied to the klystron repeller. This wave is of the same fonn as 
the sweep voltage of an oscilloscope , that is, the voltage change has an almost 
linear variation with time . The saw tooth modulation circuit is too complicated 
for use in the laboratory. It is a special circuit and serves its purpose 
in the radar receiver admirably . 
Frequency modulation v1ill take place as lone; as the r epeller voltage 
is varied, and for ease in the laborator~,, the kl?stron repeller circuit volt-
age will be an A.O., 60 cycle wave superir.1posed upon a negative D.C . bias 
voltage . The magnitude of this voltage will be discussed later. 
For dynamic operation , the oscilloscope sweep voltage is not used. Instead , 
the A.C. component o f' the repeller circuit is used as the horizontal s;-1eep. 
~he rectified kl ystron outJut from the crystal is connected to the vertical 
plates. ~hese facts are corre lated in Figure 11, a simplified diagram. In 
Figure 11 note that the D.C. component of the re peller voltage does not appear 
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as a defl·ection voltage. Therefore the output of the various klystron modes will 
be as a function of the sweep voltage and since the variations in repeller 
voltage and sweep voltage are the same, the output would be as in Figure 10. 
Figure 11 
Osei lloscope 
Block diagram of components for d;ynamic 
characteristics. 
1,1odulation by A.O., rather than by a saw tooth volt.age has one disadvant-
age. The A.C. sweep voltage super'imposes the left to right and right to 
left portions of the sweep which occur during one c~rcle of A.O. modulation 
volta ge. The two wave forms thus obta. ined do not correspond exactly, because 
of the lead resistance, charge and discharge of the coupling capacitor, and 
the hysteresis effect of the coupling capacitor arJi the hyste:..·esis effect of the 
klystron repeller field. This tlisadvantage is not predominant, except with 
a large horizontal amplification, ani when vim, ing all modes simultaneously, 
can hardly be noticed. This vJi.11 be discussed more fully in a later SGction. 
The double i~age disadvantage is not as great as the disadvant&ge caused by 
the complicated circuit, when a saw tooth modulation voltc1ge is used. 
For Part III, t he ) hys icaJ. :i,)lacement of the wave guide and re lat ad com -
) Onan ts will be as shown in ?'igure 7. The crystal out) ut wi 11 be fed to t he 
vertical plates of the oscilloscope instead of to the cry st.al current ID3 ter. 
The attenuator ( Part 15, Figure 7 can be used for all measurements 
because of the vertical amplification of the oscilloscopc,. The attenuator 
could not be used for all measurGments in the static tests because of the 
loq power output of the klystron. 
It is necessar~r to modify power rack no. 2 for the d~rnainic tests. The 
adu itions arG in such an external manner to the power pack chassis, that the 
change s take only a few minutes and the pow&r pack can bG used interchange-
ably for the static and dynamic tosts. 
The re ~)e ller modulation transformer is a 1:3 plate transformer and is 
designed for 110 volts r.m.s. 01)0ration on the primaI"J. The modulation 
circuit to be added to Figure 3 is shm·m in Figure 12. The A.O. out i)ut x-x 
is connocted to the points :lf-X sho.-m in Figure 3. '.i:h6 short between x-x is 
r e-moved. '.::hus the; rGpc,ller voltage is t he A.G. volt age x-x superimposed 
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Figure 12 : ],1odulation voltage circuit for dynamic operation. 
Voltages LB and Y.-X are both variable and e ither ma~r be s e t independently 
of the other. The maximum D.G. volt age obtainable is - 370 volts as previ-
ously stated. The repeller is not designed to be positive with respect to 
the cathode, therefore the A.C. voltage should be 370 volts peak. 'i'he 
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repeller voltage diagr~n is shown in Figure 13. The 370 volts peak voltage 
corresponds to 262 volts r.m.s. The output of the modulation transformer is 
normally 330 volts r.m.s. with 110 volts r.m.s. applied, thus the reason for 
the auto transformer in Figura 12 is to prevent a positive voltage from being 
applied to the repeller. A limiting stop is placed on the auto transformer. 
i 
+ I 
Re?91ler I··--- ---~ --------- ---------~- _ _ ) 
Voltage I I / If\ 1 · "'-
, e . \ I \ 
I J I 1 • , :1 -. -'- . ~~' -~ l / ---.. T , -
: '·--.j - ~/ 
Time 
- 370 Volts 
e = E Sin 377t 
E = 370 Volts 
Figure 13: Repeller voltage with reference to time. 
As a further protection to the repeller circuit, a clipper tube is con-
nected between the repeller and cathode. Figure 14 shows this circuit. In 
Figure 14, YY' refers to connections relative to Figure 3. The cathode of 
the clipper tube is at the same potent ia.l as the klystron cathode, thus the 
clipper filament power may be obtained from the klystron filament transformer. 
Y' •· . ... ··- -·---..  -- - ·-· --J-_·  ·--{ 
, I !"' / --'--· _..,_ '1 
6H6 
·, ,--, ,-- , ) 
··1 / "" !/ 
! I l j 
I 
y ..... ~-· 
Figure 14: Clipper tube. 
The clipper tube does not conduct vtien th3 r &peller is negative with 
respect to the klystron cathode. When the repeller goes positive, the clipper 
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tube conducts causing a voltage drop in R1 1 ( Figure 3 ). This drop is of 
the same polarity as the voltage LB, so that when the tube conducts, the 
positive excursion of the re:peller voltage is limited. R11 is lOOK ohms 
so that with a small current flowing in the clipper tube a large voltage 
drop is introduced in R11• 
Figure 13 shmvs the naximum voltage in 1he re peller circuit. The ex -
cursion of the repeller voltage is from zero to - 740 volts. This variation 
in voltage is large enough to include all modes for a 723A/B klystron. Fig -
ure 10 will be altered to show seven modes, which is th3 total possible for 
this i:a,rticular tube. 
\dth the power circuit oonnected for dynamic opera. tion, it is possible 
to use any value of negative D.C. bias simultaneously with any value of 
A.C. modulation voltage superimposed upon tm D.C. This is a very valuable 
characteristic, since any mode of ope rat ion may be selected b~r suitable values 
of D.C. and A.O. components. For ;ny :rnrticular mode, the D.C. bias is set 
at the value corresponding to the peak power of the mode and the A.C. is 
increased until the repeller voltage S'Wing is sufficient for this mode. By 
this method, any number of successive nx>des ma:r be exa.'Ilined. This feature 
is very valuable when measuring th3 frequency excursion of the mode. 
iJhen the wave meter is tuned to resonance, the effects are clearly shown 
on the oscilloscope picture. As the reflector voltage S\Veeps thru a.mode, 
the frequency of oscillation changes as shown in Figure 10. \ihen the frequency 
of the klystron corresponds to the tuning of the f re c::.uency meter, power will 
be absorbed as explained in the static section and the dip in crystal output 
will be shown in the oscillosco1)e curves. This is illustrated in Figure 15. 
To calibrate the horizontal axis in Figure 15, it is necessar~r to appl~r 
a known peak to peak value of A.O . voltage to the horizontal plates instead 
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of the repeller voltage. Thus the horizontal sweep of the oscilloscope can 
be calibrated in volts per inch. \'/hen the repeller voltage is connected as 
the m1eep, the peak to peak value can be measured. The D,C. bias voltage can 
be measured, therefore the repeller voltage for any part of a mode can be 
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Figure 15: D~mamic frequency measurement. 
The effect of the load upon the power output of each mode can be examined 
by varying the load tuning adjustll'l3nt. Figure 7, Part 2) The mode poITer 
output will depend upon the load value. 
For light loads, the power output will be small. Increasing the load, 
increases the pov,er output up to a optimum va.lue and increasing the load 
further, decreases the ;,ov,er output. The width of the mode in terms of the 
reflector voltage decreases with loading. B~r viewing one mode on the oscillo-
scope, a picture similiar to Figure 16 will be obtained for the three load 
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values mentioned. Note from this figure that the advantage of linear frequency 
changes vs repeller voltage can only be obtained from over-loading. The data 
for the frequency curves ( Figure 16 ) is obtained as stated previously for 
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Figure 16 s lvlode pouer variations with respect to loading. 
The effects of load variations are different for the various modes. That 
is, a particular change in klystron loading will not effect all modes in the 
same manner. If the kl~rstron is lightly loaded, all of the modes will be 
relatively small and as the load is increased, the power of all modes will 
increase. As the load is further increased the mode corresponding to the 
largest negative repeller voltages will increase to a maximum. Increasing 
the load further, decrea ses this large mode and the next mode to the left 
( smaller repeller voltage ) will increase to its maximum. If the load is 
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increased still further, the mode that reached its maximum first may disappear 
ant irely. 
The dynamic procedure to this i,Oint is sufficient to determine the 
effect on output power and frequency for each of the klystron circuit features 
listed on page 23. 
\iith all modes shmm on the oscilloscope, the effect of each matching 
adjustment upon the .;_JOwer out1)ut of the klystron may be shown as well as the 
relative effective value of the tuning adjustmnts. Results of the dynamic 
tests substantiate the theory very well. 
Power output of the kl~tron depends very much on the D.C. cavity volt 
age. As the cavity voltage is increased to the optimum operating value of 
:300 volts D.C., the power for each mode increa ses. At cavity voltages over 300 
volts D.c., the maximum power ou. tput e::qeriences relativel y little change. 
However, the frequency character is tics of the modes undergo continual changes 
for D.C. cavi t~, voltage. 
The minimum filament voltage at which the klystron will operate satis -
factory can al so be clearly shown, si me the power output as shown on the 
oscilloscope can be viewed simultaneously with reduction of kl~rstron fila'!lent 
voltage. 
PA.i."qT IV : THE::U..USTOR BRIDGE V/ATT:.IETER. 
A special physical component arrangement is used for this circuit. 
Components are at ground potential as explained for Figure 7. To eliminate 
'pulling' and other loading effects, the thermistor is the only load component 
for taking out :;_JUt power c a.ta. Sufficient rratching devices are incorporated 
to assure an impedance match for the range of frequencies covered for both 
klystron to wave guide and Thermistor Ti to wave guide. The frequenc~, measur -
ing _port ion is tbs s81l)e as in Figure 7 and the theory given previously holds 
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1. Shorting plug, variable position 
2. Tuning Stub, fixed position, variable length 
Klystron tube 1~ount 10. KlJrstron probe 
Choke joint 11. Crystal 
Shunt Tee 12. Crystal Mount 
Thermistor ;:.:ount 1~. Coaxial Crystal lead. 
Bead Thermistor 14. Thermistor lead 
· .. avemeter assembly 15. Crystal cap 
Tuning stub 
Figure 17 Physical arrangement of wave guide and associated 
components for thennistor bridge. 
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The D.C. power for the klystron is supplied from the power p9.cks previously 
mentioned, thus the additional electrical circuits necessary will be for the 
thermistor. 
The thermistor bridge wattmeter measures power by the use of a . variable 
resistance element incorporated in a bridge circuit. The thermistor is the 
variable resistance element. Its resistance decreases with increasing temp-
erature and vice versa. Changes in the thermistor temperature and hence 
resistance, may be caused by several factors : (1) Therna.l changes in air 
surrounding bridge. (2) By A.O. or D.0. currents flowing thru thermistor. 
( 3) By absorbed R,F. power. All three of these items should be considered 
in the bridge circuit design. 
The power measuring thermistor is a bead t~rpe. It has a small mass 
and is affected currently b;y the three factors mentioned above. It is en -
closed in an evacuateci glass bulb as shovm in l<'igure 18. Another type of 
thermistor is the disc type. It is several times larger than the bead type 
and has a much larger rra.ss. Its resistance is relatively insensitive to 
current flowing thru it, and is therefore de pendent upon the ambient temp -
erature. The disc type ~ill be used in temperature compensating networks. 
A physical sketch for the disc t~r11e thermistor is shmm. in Figure 19. 
K Heavy \iire Lead 
( )f~-- ,__ Fine \/ire Su11port \ r-- -.,,_ Thermistor I -z_ Glass Bulb 
Figure 18 Bead t ~rpe thermistor 
Thermistor 
Lead 
Figure 19 Disc t ~rpe thermistor. 
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The basic thermistor bridge circuit is shovm in Figure 20. The Wheat-
stone Bridge circuit consists of R3, R4 , R5 and Thermistor Ti• The balance 
equation for the bridge is ( R3 / Ti ) = ( R4, / R5 ) and the meter will 
shov1 no current indication when this equation is effective. 




Figure 20: Basic Thermistor Bridge 
\ii th no R.F. applied to the thermistor T1 , the bridge may be balanced 
by varying the D.C. current in the thermistor. This varies the thermistor 
temperature. Since the thermistor resistance changes with temperature, the 
resistance of the thermistor can be adjusted by R2 ( Figure 20 ) , which 
will be called the Zero .1djustroont. 
After meter M1 has been set to zero, tb::i R.F. i_,ower can be measured 
when the klystron is placed in operation. The R.F. power absorbed by the 
thermistor increases its t omporature and hence, decreases its resistance, 
thus unbalancing the bridge and allowing current in meter Ili1. The current 
in the meter is proportional to the R.F. power of the klystron. 
If the ambient room t emperature could be held constant, the basic cir-
cuit shown in Figure 20 could be used as shonn. Since tro ambient tE>m:pera'ture 
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is not constant, the measuring sensitivity of the circuit will var y with 
temperature. The measuring sensitivity is defined as unit meter current per 
unit R.F. power and f or this circuit is microamperes / milliwatt. 
The bridge circuit in Figure 20 incre .:J.ses in sensitivity with a decrease 
in ambien t temperature. This is not due to the thermistor sensitivity ch ange 
since the ohms / watt of the thermistor remains constant over a broad temp -
erature range. However, as the temperature de Greases, the thermistor resist -
a.nee t ends to increa se , ma.king it necessary to adjust R2 to apply a higher 
volta ge across points A and B in Figu rn 20. Therefore the current th rough 
the meter due to a given cha1ge in thermistor resistance is greater at a lo':76r 
temperature because of the higher voltage across the input. If the resist -
a:nce of the meter Mi could be automatically changed, then the bridge sensitivi 
t ;,r c ruld be held constant over a 1 ar ge room temperature ch aige. 
Since the sensitivity increases v, i th a decrea se in temperature, the 
varia. t ion in sensitivity c ould be compensated for by increasing the meter 
resistance as the temperatul'G decreases. Since thermistors have this charac 
teris tic increase in ms istance v1ith a decrease in temperature, a disc type 
thermistor in series '.'.rith the meter, would g ive the desired compe nsation. 
To avoid the h i gher cost of a special thermistor f or meter 111 , in order 
to obtain the correct rate of chang e of l'Gsistance v, ith temperature, r e sistors 
are added in serie s and ra rall e l v1ith meter t hermistor T2 • Figure 21 mows 
t he lllGter t hermistor circuit de tails. 
Th e prec6ding compe nsa tion do os not compens ate for tho ne od of zoro 
adj ustmont with t om:pera.ture change s. For continuous operation of tho bridge, 
potentiometer Rz would have to bo :ro sot beforo each mca.surement, unless 
th& ambi ent t emperaturr. is constant. Thus an automa.tic mothod of incroasing 
the current through T1 with docroa.se in tamperaturo is re quired. 
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If a disc type thermistor whose resistance increases with decreasing 
temperature were placed in parallel with tb3 bridge, more current would 
flmv thru the bridge at a lower temperature because the ratio of the shunt 
ing thermistor resistap.ce to tba bridge resistance ( resistance AB, Figure 22 
is greater at a lower temperature. This is shown in Figure 22. The resistors 
are used in ser.ies and 1nrallel with the thermistor as explained previously. 
105 Volts n.c. 
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Figure 21 Details of meter sensitivit~r thermistor. 
B 




105 Volts D.C. 
Figure 22 Details of zero adjustment thermistor. 
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The complete electrical bridge circuit with numerical values is shovm 
in Figure 23. The input D.C. voltage should be from a regulated power 
suppl~, similar to po,r1er suJply No. 1. but with a 200 volt output and the 
negative terminal grounded. 
Thermistors T1 and T3 are physically constructed so that one lead rriay 
be ~rounded. Thermistor T2 is a disc type thermistor similar to 13 except 
that due to its electrical connections. both leads are ungrounded. T2 and 
T3 are placed as close as possible physically to T1 so that the ambient 
temperature of T1 will affect the compensating thermistors. 
The thermistor bridge circuit has the advantage over the circuits given 
previously in that vhen properly calibrated, the actual power output of the 
klystron may be measured. Item 9 ( Figure 17 ) is a detuning stub incorpo-
rated in the physical wave guide s ys tem. 1/hen pushed a.nci locked so that the 
probe extends in the wave guide, the frequency measuring port ion of' the circuit 
draws negligible 1.)ower from the rra in wave guide. Since the remainder of the 
coupling impedances are matched, all of the klystron power is us ed in heat-
ing the thermistor T1 • 
In vmrking with frequencic,s of the ordE>r 9 x 109 c ycles per second, 
tolerances cannot be made .:!:. Of~. Rather than tr~, t his, it is easier to 
build the set-up using elem&nts of a vory close tolerance and t hen ca librate 
the set. This system rra~, be used with the thermistor bridge. By removing 
the klystron probe from the wave guide ani inserting in its place the probe 
from a calibrated si rsml generator, t he actual povrer fed into the v1ave guide 
is h'"!lo,m. Thus the actual bridge meter readir.g can fbe calibrated a gainst the 
known povrer and a c alibration chart dravm. R11 is iJla.ced in parallel with 
meter Ivi1 so that t he c alibration chart rr.ay be draw·.a on an easy to read scale. 
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~omplete electrical circuit for thermistor bridge. 
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M1 should be replaced by a 70 ohm resistor. The vertical oscilloscope leads 
are connected across this resistor. Formerly the oscilloscope case was at 
ground potential, hoy,ever, due to the electrical connections, the oscillo -
sco1Je will now be approximately 3 vol ts D.C. above ground. To eliminate 
any 1)ossi bili t y of circuit ccrnplicat ions, the A.C. horizont al sweep voltage 
should be obtained from a separate secondary v1ind ing of the repeller modulation 
transformer. This w·ill give the same oscilloscope pictures as referred to 
in the d;ynamic sect ion. 
The circuit does not lend it self to actual dynamic power measurements 
because of the oscilloscope c c1.librati on difficulties and internal wiring 
changes for the oscilloscope. Therefore this phase of measurement ,vill not 
be further d iscussed because of the applications to be made of t his pa.per. 
Figure 24 shows the I vs :C and I vs Resistance curves for the thermistor 
T1 • It can be seen from the curves that the resistance decreases almost 
1 inear ly with the current, uhen the current is great er than 13 ire. 
Since the bridge is to be balanced by D.C. and the n subje cted to ReF. 
power, the portion of the res is ta.nee curve to be worked v; ith is be low 250 
ohms. Th is choice will k6ep operation on th e inverse part of the I vs E curve. 
For c~nvenienc e , the D.C. balance point is located at 250 ohms or point 
A on Figure 24 . This corresponds to a thermistor curre nt of 14 ma. and a 
thermistor voltage of 3. 45 volts. For t he bridg"G to be balanced, th e D.C. 
voltage BA ( Figure 23 ) should be 6.9 volts D.C. 'i'he arra:ngemGnt of R1 and 
R2 shown in Figure 23 onable s t he operator to s e le ct the bridgG voltago . R1 
is for largo v~c i a tions in the supply -roltagE, a.ppliod to the bridge , and 
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Figure 24 Calibra tion of The rmistor i'1 • 
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